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climatology, and hence the resulting total ice area simulation
varies little from year to year at its winter maximum.
Interannual atmospheric variability becomes more prevalent
in warmer months when albedo feedbacks intensify and the

ice edge retreats from regions with strong ocean heat flux
convergence.
[19] In contrast, the area covered by perennial ice fluc-

tuates from year to year even in winter, as indicated in
Figure 1b, and represents a significant influence on the total

Figure 1. (a) Volume and area of all Northern Hemisphere ice, (b) volume and area of perennial ice,
(c) area of seasonal ice, (d) September seasonal ice area and total ice area anomaly from the 1977–2006
mean, and (e) average age of perennial ice and the whole Arctic ice pack. The legend for Figures 1a–1c is
in Figure 1b, and only grid cells with more than 15% ice cover are included here and in other plotted
averages. Figure 1d includes passive microwave satellite data (DMSP).
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pack. Two- to six-year-old ice comprises much of the Fram
Strait ice export, which all melts eventually. The extended
period of high flux rates in the early 1980s carried much
young ice out of the Arctic (Figure 8c), depleting these age
classes and resulting in the flux of 6-year and older ice
through Fram Strait in subsequent years. 1986 saw another
period of young ice export, but rates were low (Figure 2). In
the late 1980s flux rates again increased, this time carrying
much older ice. This resulted in the depletion of older ice
types seen in the early 1990s [Rigor and Wallace, 2004].
[34] Kwok and Rothrock [1999] and Rigor et al. [2002]

examine the correlation of ice fluxes through Fram Strait
with the North Atlantic and Arctic Oscillation (AO) indices.
Briefly, high-AO signals in winter are associated with
increased advection of ice away from the Eurasian coast
and through Fram Strait, while low-AO conditions lead to
more open water in the Beaufort and Chukchi seas and
increased circulation of the Beaufort Gyre, which carries
more ice to the marginal ice zone north of Alaska [Rigor
and Wallace, 2004]. The AO was substantially higher than
normal from late 1988 through 1994 and more neutral since
1995, except for a moderately high period in 2000–2002

and again in 2007. Figure 1d demonstrates the close
correlation between the modeled area anomaly and obser-
vations during the high-index AO years in the early 1990s.
However, our simulation suggests that the average ice age
began to recover in 1996, despite the fact that the declining
trend in ice area and thickness continued. These results
suggest that the AO and other atmospheric variability may
have a large influence on ice area and age on interannual
time scales, but the decadal decline in area and thickness is
more a function of longer-term changes such as greenhouse
warming. This suggestion is supported by the fact that in
20th and 21st century projections by global climate models,
ice area and thickness tend to decline considerably [e.g.,
Arzel et al., 2006; Zhang and Walsh, 2006] with little or no
trend in the AO [Gillett et al., 2002]. However, natural
climate variability in Arctic sea ice, such as that forced by
the AO, also grows in magnitude with the long-term decline
in ice area and thickness as demonstrated in CCSM3
[Holland et al., 2008].
[35] The large-scale circulation and export of older ice

types in our simulation broadly agrees with that of Rigor
and Wallace [2004], who use an advection model with

Figure 5. March ice thickness, in m, for (a) 1976, (b) 1986, (c) 1996, and (d) 2006 overlain with ice age
contours in black (2-year increments), 15% area concentration contours from the model (white), and
passive microwave satellite data (red).
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operational purposes andmarine safetyaswell as for the design of ships,
offshore structures, and port facilities.

While sea ice area and extent have been well observed by satellites
for more than 30 years, ice thickness is still poorly observed. Most
observations come frommilitary nuclear submarine operations or from
scienti!c ocean moorings, where ice thickness has been measured by
means of upward-looking sonar (Rothrock et al.,1999;Wadhams, 2000;
Haas, 2003). Only since the 1980s, American and Canadian work has
established the use of electromagnetic-induction (EM) sounding
(Kovacs et al., 1987; Kovacs and Holladay, 1990).

Starting 2001, the German Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and
Marine Research (AWI) commenced with the operation of a purpose-
built, small and lightweight, frequency-domain EM bird with digital
electronics, which was designed for systematic ice thickness measure-
ments in the context of climate studies and polar oceanography (Fig. 2).
It had to be small and lightweight to facilitate operations fromhelicopter
decks of ice breakerswith small helicopters, and to beeasily shippable to
remote places in the Arctic and Antarctic. In this paper, we describe the
instrument and its operation, and present its main noise, drift, and
calibration characteristics as observed during six summer and winter
measurement campaigns between 2004 and 2006. We also review our
1D approach for the ice thickness retrieval, which uses only one channel
of the EMdata insteadof the full set ofmeasurements of the Inphase and
Quadrature components of the EM signal (Haas et al., 2006; Pfaf"ing
et al., 2007). Finally, the sensitivity of the thickness estimates to the
accuracy of the instrument calibration will be presented.

2. EM sea ice thickness sounding

EMsea ice thickness sounding takes advantage of the fact that sea ice
has a very low electrical conductivity, while sea water is a very good
conductor. Typical conductivities of sea ice are 0 to 50mS/m (Haas et al.,
1997) and 2400 to 2700mS/m for seawater. Therefore, a low-frequency,
primary EM !eld generated by the transmitting coil of an EM system
penetrates the sea ice almost unaffected, while it generates eddy
currents in the seawater below the sea iceunderside. In turn, these eddy
currents induce a secondary EM !eld which propagates upwards
through the sea ice and whose strength is measured with the receiving
coil of the EM system. The strength of the secondary EM !eld is directly
related to the distance hw between the coils and the conductive sea
water surface, which coincides with the ice underside. Normally, the
heightof the EMsystemabove the ice surfacehi ismeasured bymeans of
a laser altimeter. Ice thickness Zi results then from the difference
between the electromagnetically determined height above the water
surface hw and the height above the ice surface hi measured with the
laser (Fig. 1; Haas et al., 2006; Pfaf"ing et al., 2007):

Zi = hw ! hi !1"

Note that Zi is the total ice thickness, i.e. the sum of snow plus ice
thickness.

Based on the pioneering work of Kovacs et al. (1987),Kovacs and
Holladay (1990), and Prinsenberg and Holladay (1993) using a
helicopter-towed EM bird, EM sea ice thickness measurements have
then been taken forward by Multala et al. (1996) and Prinsenberg et al.
(2002). The former study has used a !xed-wing system where the
transmitting and receiving coils weremounted at thewingtips of a Twin
Otter air plane. Prinsenberg et al. (2002) have developed a !xed-
mounted helicopter EM system, where the EM coils are housed in a
stinger in front of the helicopter.

In parallel to the technical developments in Canada and the US
mentioned in Section 1, Liu and Becker (1990) and Liu et al. (1991)
developed numerical 1D and 2D inversion algorithms for the ice
thickness retrieval from the EM measurements, partially in real-time.
Other sea ice studies used standard Marquart–Levenberg inversion
(Rossiter and Holladay, 1994; Multala et al., 1996). However, the results
of the inversion are critically dependent on the accuracy and stability of
the calibration of the EM instrument, and on low noise characteristics,
and can require extensive and tedious data editing. Therefore, we have
developed an alternative 1D approach for the ice thickness retrieval,
which uses only one channel of the EM data. This will be reviewed in
detail in Section 5 and has also been described by Haas et al. (2006) and
Pfaf"ing et al. (2007). As demonstrated by Haas et al. (2006), Pfaf"ing
et al. (2007), andPfaf"ingandReid (2009-this issue) this approachyields
quick and accurate ice thickness estimates of level ice in good agreement
(±0.1 m)with drill-hole validationmeasurements. Pfaf"ing et al. (2007)
showed that the sensitivity of these ice thickness estimates to
uncertainties of assumed ice and water conductivities is very small for
the range of normally occurring ice thicknesses and ice conductivities.

In contrast to their high accuracy over level ice, EM measurements
normally underestimate the maximum thickness of deformed ice
(Kovacs et al., 1995; Reid et al., 2006). This is due to the footprint of
EM measurements over those 3D structures, and due to the high
conductivity of the ridge keel, which is composed of ice blocks and
interconnected voids !lled with sea water. The latter can lead to
channelling effects of the electrical currents, preventing any deeper
penetration of the EM!eld. As shownbyHaas and Jochmann (2003), the
underestimation of ridge thicknesses by EM measurements can there-
fore exceed 50% of coincident upward-looking sonar measurements. In
this paper, we only focus on measurements over level ice.

3. System components

The AWI EM system consists of three main components (Fig. 3):
The actual EM bird, the towing cable, and a few devices inside the
helicopter for system control and power supply. Main characteristics
are summarized in Table 1.

3.1. EM bird

The EM bird is 3.5 m long, has a diameter of 0.35 m, and weighs
105 kg (Fig. 2). Inside the cylindrical kevlar shell, all components are
mounted on a rigid plate which is accessible through two lid-closable
holes. The plate can also be completely removed from the shell. The bird

Fig. 1. Principle of EM thickness sounding, using a bird with transmitter and receiver
coils and a laser altimeter. Ice thickness Zi is obtained from the difference of
measurements of the bird's height above the water and ice surface, hw and hi,
respectively. hw is obtained with the assumption of a negligible ice conductivity !i,
known water conductivity !w, and horizontal layering.

Table 1
Main characteristics of the AWI EM bird

Size (m) 3.5 long, 0.35 diameter
Weight (kg) 105
Operation height (m) 10 to 20
Flying speed (knots) 80 to 90
Signal frequencies (kHz) 3.68 (f1) and 112 (f2)
Coil spacing (m) 2.77 (f1) and 2.05 (f2)
Sample frequency (Hz) 10 (EM) and 100 (Laser)
Tx dipole moment (Am2)a 54.5 (f1) and 5.3 (f2)
Power requirement (W) 400

a Calculated as NIA: No. of turns!Current!Coil Area.

235C. Haas et al. / Journal of Applied Geophysics 67 (2009) 234–241

Ice-Thickness
from

Electro-magnetic induction
Haas et al. (2009)
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Fig. 1. Ice and snow thickness along the profile across the ice floe. The Water level is at 0 m. 

reached substantial thickness. Thus one would expect an 
even closer resemblance had the submarine profiling 
likewise been conducted in May at the end of the growth 
season. The position of the main peak of Wadhams' data 
around 3.2 m is located at slightly higher values than the 
corresponding one in Figure 2. The same is true for the 
contribution of ridged floes which does not appear as a 
proper maximum in Figure 3. It is also important to keep 
in mind that the drilling profile does not take into 
account areas of open water and nilas between floes that 
are shown as ice of zero or low thickness in Figure 3. 

During June and July of 1984 Gow et al. [1987] drilled 
ice cores on 40 randomly selected floes in Fram Strait. 
Their work can thus be regarded as a good survey of the 
different categories of sea ice floes occurring in the area 
discussed by us. Figure 4 depicts the pdf computed from 
the lengths of the samples extracted by Gow and co- 
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profile. 

workers. Again, a correspondence between this pdf and 
that of Figure 2 is evident. The two principal maxima of 
first-year and older ice are only shifted towards slightly 
lower values for the data of Gow et al. [1987]. This may 
partly be explained by the fact that Gow and co-workers 
tended to sample undeformed ice [op. cit., p. 10]. 

3. Conclusions 

What conclusions can be drawn from this? Does the 

determination of ice thickness along a 1230-m profile 
represent an acceptable alternative to a continuous scan 
of ice draft for thousands of kilometers? This is certainly 
not the case. Yet, when comparing the two, one might 
ask in what way particular floes along a sonar sampling 
track contribute to the overall ice thickness distribution. 
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Figure 12. The under-side topography of an extremely thick ice floe passing over the ice-profiling sonar at Site KS30 in 
Nares Strait. The lower panel is an exaggerated view of the upper panel where extent and draft have the same scale. 
The floe’s maximum draft of about 44 m rivals that of feature’s observed only once before, by HMS Sovereign in 1976 
north of Greenland. The average thickness of this floe is estimated to be almost 30 m. 
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Figure 13. Average ice thickness from drill-hole surveys (20-30 holes) across 9 relatively level multi-year floes in 
Nares Strait. The overall average of about 7 m is typical of ice surveyed adjacent to the CAA in the 1970s 
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smooth FY ice with a modal draft of 1.6 m (estimated
thickness 1.78 m), then a complex rubble field composed of
the same ice. Further along track a thicker multi-year floe
(modal draft 2.9 m) is encountered, with an 8.8 m draft
multi-year ridge embedded within it. The contrast between
the old, rounded, ice blocks of the multi-year ridge and the
rougher, first-year, deformed ice is particularly striking, and
can be compared with a first-year/multi-year ridge juxtapo-
sition in figure 3d of Wadhams et al. [2006].
[15] Figure 3 shows how the system images a thin (modal

draft 0.48 m) refrozen lead. The lead exhibits two mean-
dering cracks, which have refrozen to a draft of only 0.2 m
across their 0.5 m width. The figure shows the sharp
boundary between the lead and deformed FY ice (modal
draft 1.6 m), with displaced pieces of FY ice embedded in
the refrozen lead matrix. When sidescan sonar imagery of
sea ice first became available [Wadhams, 1988], it was seen
that the underside of FY is morphologically quite different
from that of MY ice. MY ice has an undulating surface with
crater-like depressions (derived from the thermodynamic
effects of top surface melt) while the FY underside is
smooth but criss-crossed by cracks, many of which do not
penetrate through to the upper surface. These are likely to
be the start points for ridging when compressive stresses
occur. The full 3-D mapping of the AUV not only shows
these cracks but gives their depth and width.
[16] Figure 4 shows a section of the main study ridge, up

to 16.80 m deep, from a run paralleling this feature. First-
year ice forms most of the level area (modal draft 1.6 m),
with an associated rubble area (modal draft 2.4 m) towards
the bottom left of the plot and another thin ice area to the
top right (modal draft 0.85 m). Observations by divers
suggest that the extremely jagged topography indicated by

the sonar, for instance in the ridge crest region (arrowed), is
real and not an artefact.
[17] The study ridge can be compared with existing

literature studies by estimating an equivalent slope angle
for the ridge. We focus on the central parallel section of
Figure 4 (between cuts at A and B) and determine the
quantities V (volume of ice protruding from level ice
horizon within deformed zone), L (length along ridge crest)
and W (mean width of deformed zone), from which we
derive

tan q ! 4V=LW 2 "1#

where q is the equivalent slope of a triangular ridge built on
the same base, equal to 24.8! here. The largest statistical
study of ridge slopes was by Davis and Wadhams [1995],
who found in a sample of 729 ridges (both FY and MY) a
modal slope of 18!, indicating that this recently-formed
ridge has a relatively high steepness.
[18] Histograms for the sonar swaths are shown in Figure 5.

Data from submarine sonar profiles of the ice underside
[e.g., Wadhams, 2000], analysed in 50 km sections, usually
show a PDF which has one or more peaks for the preferred
drafts of undeformed ice, followed by a tail which takes the
form of a negative exponential, describing the statistical
sum of all the ridged ice present. The present data are drawn
from a small area of icefield containing only one or two
major ridge features, but also demonstrate this relationship,
as suggested by the inset to Figure 5 drawn on a linear-log
scale. The slope of the negative exponential is a measure of
the state of deformation of the icefield and the relative
contributions of shallow and deep ridges to the ice regime.

Figure 3. A refrozen lead, plotted with 2$ vertical exaggeration, showing the level of detail available from the GeoSwath
system. The lead displays two narrow cracks and is bordered by FY ice with fragments of ridges/rubble. The ‘dappled’
texture of the refrozen lead results from the ±3 cm standard error of each 0.5 $ 0.5 m bin; the lead is smoother in reality.
The cross-track ‘trough’ near the right hand end of the run is a roll artefact caused by a navigational dropout. Vehicle depth
was 20 m.

L01501 WADHAMS AND DOBLE: ICE MAPPING FROM AN AUV L01501
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Sonar mapping
Of ice with AUV
(Wadhams, 2008)

Lead freezing

easier. A heated canvas hut mounted on a sled was placed
over the hole to provide shelter.

3. Results
3.1. First Site

[10] During the first experiments it was found that, in the
absence of an acoustic homing system, the vehicle did not
return perfectly to the small hole after a mission. It would
typically return to within 10–20 m of the hole but then drift
further away during its rise from running depth. Divers were
available, but such recovery methods would have severely
limited the number of missions per day. The decision was
therefore taken to run the vehicle tethered to a 400 m kevlar
line, fixed to an eye at mid-length on the vehicle so as to
minimise the effect of line drag on the mission. This was
found to work well, with little or no degradation of the
vehicle’s diving or turning performance, though it signifi-
cantly limited the radius of operations.
[11] Seven runs were carried out at this site. Figure 1

inset shows a contour map of one section, with an apparent
modal ice draft of about 1.4 m. The plot shows range/angle
solutions binned into 0.5 ! 0.5 m squares, with the value of
each bin being a weighted mean of all the points within it.
Typically about 20 points contribute to each bin. The centre-
line of the curved section shows data dropouts directly
above the vehicle. The nature of the GeoSwath instrument
often results in poorly-resolved data at zenith if the target is
relatively flat, since the system samples a range series of
angles and the target is all at the same range at zenith. If the
target directly above the vehicle has significant relief,
however, it will be well-sampled. Empty bins are also
evident during the turn, due to the very tightly-constrained
beam width along-track (0.5!). Overall data density is
extremely high, however – the short section displayed

comprises over 360,000 data points – giving reliable spatial
statistics from a relatively small area. A full description of
GeoSwath system performance is give by Hiller and
Hogarth [2005].
[12] The sonar data were ground-truthed by drilling at

10 m intervals over a 100 ! 110 m area centred on the hole.
Figure 1 shows the resulting contour plot of ice draft -
interpolated using the Kriging method – with the sonar run
which crosses its SW corner superimposed on it. PDFs of
drilled and sonar-derived drafts are shown overlaid in
Figure 1b. The two curves are the same shape and were
shifted to maximise the cross-correlation, giving an offset of
"14 cm. This is in agreement with the physical separation
of sensors within the vehicle and allows the sonar results to
be referenced to zero draft. It is also clear from visual
inspection of Figure 1 and its inset that the sonar run
generates a higher resolution picture of the ice cover
morphology than the 132 holes which required two days
to drill. Sound velocity was calculated using temperature
and salinity data from casts with a Seabird SBE-19 CTD,
and verified with Gavia’s on board sound velocimeter.

3.2. Second Site

[13] The second site was close to a pressure ridge in first-
year ice. Multi-year ice lay within range of the AUV to the
west and a thin (48 cm draft) refrozen lead lay on the far
side of the ridge (east). The experimental strategy was to
send out the AUV along a track to a distance of 100–300 m
from the hole, make a wide turn and return to the hole. The
return run was usually deeper than the outward leg, to
ensure that the tether line was pulled down, away from any
obstructions. The line was also slightly negatively buoyant.
[14] Figure 2 is an example of the data obtained, from a

300 m run west of the ice hole. Several ice types are shown
in some detail. The vehicle first encounters relatively

Figure 2. Sonar swath west of the deployment hole, plotted at 2! vertical exaggeration, showing (right-to-left), level FY
ice, deformed FY ice, level MY ice and a MY ice ridge. The contrasting roughness of FY and MY deformed ice is clearly
shown. The color scale shows the draft in meters. Running depth of the vehicle was 20 m. On this plot, as well as Figure 3
and Figure 4, sparse solutions at the zenith have been interpolated for visual effect, but are not included in statistical
analyses.
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The inset suggests that the best fit to the slope parameter b
in the negative exponential

P ! A exp "b h# $ #2$

where P is probability density, h is ice draft, is b = 0.46.
Comparison with other sets of PDFs, for instance a set of
runs in the Trans Polar Drift Stream [Wadhams, 1992],
shows that the slope is slightly greater than ice within the
Arctic Basin (b = 0.34 at 82!N) but much less than melting
ice in the East Greenland Current south of 79!N (b in the
region of 0.9). The slope value is identical with datasets
drawn from the Arctic Basin north of Ellesmere Island and
Greenland [Wadhams, 1992, Figure 6]. This admittedly
small slice of an Arctic ice regime is therefore rather typical
of the Arctic Basin in its roughness criteria.

4. Conclusions

[19] The unique contribution to Arctic ice research offered
by the Gavia/GeoSwath AUV-sensor combination stems
from two attributes: its size, and the type of imagery obtained.
[20] The use of an AUV that is small enough to be

manhandled gives a powerful boost to under-ice research,
as it can be used in almost any field context – from ice
camps, offshore structures, ships or aircraft touchdowns. All
that is needed is the ability to make a suitable hole, a source
of power for recharging batteries (e.g. a petrol generator),
and, if possible, a tent or hut to cover the hole. One can then
deploy the vehicle near a feature of special interest and
survey its three-dimensional underside topography with
high precision. A continuing problem is that the full
advantage of an AUV, its autonomy, can only be realised
if it is untethered, and this requires either a significant
advance in navigational accuracy or the implementation of
acoustic homing. The use of smaller holes would also aid

flexibility; Gavia has the ability to be launched vertically
through a small diameter hole which can be drilled quickly
by conventional techniques, but this would make setup and
recovery more awkward.
[21] The advent of full 3-dimensional mapping, first

attained in 2004 [Wadhams et al., 2006] and now amplified
by the flexible Gavia/GeoSwath system, literally provides a
new dimension to ice morphology studies, permitting new
types of statistic to be generated. Preferred thicknesses of
undeformed first- and multi-year ice can be determined with
precision, and the shapes of PDFs determined for small
areas of icefield, although the correlation length of about

Figure 4. The main study ridge. The plot is displayed without vertical exaggeration, and shows the very steep topography
of this young ridge. Maximum draft in the swath is 16.8 m, and the AUV was running at 25 m depth. The dappled character
of the FY ice evident in this backlit image arises from the ±3 cm standard error in individual bins.

Figure 5. Ice draft occurrences for the various swaths
displayed in previous figures. Inset shows data from Figure 4
drawn on a linear-log scale to show the negative exponential
tail.
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1196 PEROVICH ET AL.: VARIABILITY IN SEA ICE PROPERTIES 
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Figure 1. Vertical profiles in April (solid triangles) and June (open squares) in first-year ice of (a) temper- 
ature, (b) salinity, (c) brine volume, (d) density, (e) particulate concentration, (f) chlorophyll concentration, 
(g) dissolved absorption coefficient at 440 nm, and (h) particulate absorption coefficient at 440 nm. 

Vertical Profiles of First-Year ice in April and June
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Perovich et al (1998)



Spectral intensity distribution of Planck’s black-body radiation as a 
function of wavelength for different temperatures

Intensity  =Energy =
per unit time
per unit area
per unit angle
per unit wavelenth

h, Planck’s constant
c, speed of light
T, temperature
k, Boltzmann constant
l, wavelength

http://physics.schooltool.nl/irspectroscopy/images/plank_black-body_radiation.png

Think of the SUN
as a source
of light, energy
glowing at 6000 K



Trenberth et al (2009) 



Fsw
-α Fsw
-I0
+Flw
-FE
+Fs
+FL
+Fc

= 0

Incoming shortwave radiation

Reflected shortwave radiation albedo α

Net influx of radiation passing
into the interior of the ice

Incoming longwave radiation

FE ~ T4 emitted longwave radiation

FS ~ u*(Ta-T) sensible heat flux

FL ~ u*(qa-q) latent heat flux

FC ~ (Tf-T)/H conductive heat flux

Ice Surface Energy Balance

Maykut (1978)



Figure 2. Time series from August 2006 to October 2007 from the Beaufort Sea ice mass balance buoy. (top) Air
temperature. (middle) Internal ice temperature using color contours, with blue being cold and red warm. The gray shaded
area represents snow, the black areas represent missing data, and the dark blue represents the ocean. (bottom) Upper ocean
temperature near the bottom of the ice (black) and the bottom melt rate (red) in cm per day. Bottom melt rates were
smoothed using a three-day running mean.

Figure 3. Anomaly of 2007 total (1 January through 21 September) cumulative solar heat input directly into the ocean
compared to the average from 1979 to 2005. The black line designates the drift track of the ice mass balance buoy from
1 June to 21 September 2007. The four dots denote positions from mid-July to mid-September that were averaged to
calculate the time series in Figure 4.
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3650 MAYKUT.' ENERGY EXCHANGE OVER YOUNG SEA ICE 
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Fig. 1. Predicted change in the surface temperature of young ice with 
thickness and season. 

Table 3 summarizes the heat balance over open water and 
various ice thicknesses in terms of 'available' shortwave radia- 

tion [(1 - io)(1 - a)Fr], net longwave radiation, sensible heat, 

latent heat, and heat supplied from below the surface. Net 

shortwave radiation at the surface of the open water was 

calculated assuming an albedo of 0.1. The large oceanic heat 

flux is derived largely from latent heat released by freezing, but 

solar energy absorbed in the water can make a substantial 

contribution when the sun is up. With the exception of a much 

larger latent heat flux the heat budget for the open water 

shown here compares favorably with that calculated by Bad- 

gley [1966] using an independent data set. It is clear from 

Table 3 that the net heat input to the atmosphere (F, = -Fc) 

over open water and very thin ice is determined primarily by 
the rate at which turbulent heat is transferred; over the thicker 
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Fig. 3. Seasonal variations in the sensible heat flux as a function of 

ice thickness (in meters). 

first-year ice the sensible heat flux is similar in magnitude to 
the net longwave radiation and makes an equal contribution to 

F,. The ratio of F, over young ice to that over perennial ice is 

shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that net heat losses in areas 

with an ice thickness in the 0- to 0.4-m range usually exceed 
those over the perennial ice by 1-2 orders of magnitude. Even 

the 0.8-m ice has an F, roughly 5 times as large as that of the 
perennial ice. If young ice does typically cover 10% of the 

central Arctic Ocean, then regional values of F, will depend 
strongly on the way in which ice thickness is distributed below 
H=lm. 
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Fig. 2. Seasonal variations in surface temperatures over various cate- 
gories of ice. Lines of constant ice thickness are given in meters. 
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Fig. 4. Seasonal variations in the latent heat flux as a function of ice 
thickness (in meters). 
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result. This observation indicates that bottom melting was a
major contributor to the 2007 ice loss in the Beaufort Sea.
Details of the Beaufort results are presented in Figure 2,
which shows the annual cycle of temperature and mass
balance from August 2006 through December 2007. For the
most part, conditions were typical of thick (3.2 m) multiyear
ice in this region: minimum winter air temperatures of
!45!C, snow depth of 0.4 m, winter ice growth of
0.33 m, and onset of melt in early June. What was
extraordinary was the rapid bottom melting. In the month
of August, bottom melting averaged 4 cm per day and
reached maximum values of 11 cm per day in the last week
of August, compared to characteristic averages of about
1 cm per day for this region [Perovich et al., 2003].
[9] The extreme amount of bottom melting observed in

2007 required considerable heat from the upper ocean.
Earlier work has established the importance of solar heating
of open water on bottom melting of the ice [Maykut and
McPhee, 1995; Perovich, 2005]. We believe that solar

radiation deposited in areas of open water was a primary
source of the large amount of ocean heat in 2007. Open
water reflects only 7% of the incident solar radiation,
compared to 85% for snow-covered sea ice and 65% for
bare sea ice. As the ice cover decays, highly reflecting ice is
replaced by highly absorbing ocean, resulting in more
solar heat absorption and more melting. Furthermore, an
ice cover thinned by excessive bottom melt transmits
more solar radiation directly to the ocean than the original
thicker ice cover. This is the classic ice–albedo feedback
mechanism.
[10] The solar heat input directly to the upper ocean (Frw)

can be estimated using the relationship

Frw " Fr 1! aw# $Aw; #1$

where Fr is the incident solar irradiance, aw is the albedo of
the ocean, and Aw is the fractional area of ice-free ocean.
This relationship represents a lower bound on the solar heat
input to the upper ocean, as it does not consider the
contribution from sunlight penetrating through the ice cover
into the ocean.
[11] Using Equation 1, daily values of Frw from 1 January

2007 to 21 September 2007 were computed on a 25-km %
25-km grid over the entire Arctic Ocean and adjacent seas.
The daily values were then integrated over the entire time
period to get the cumulative solar heat input. The ocean
albedo was set to 0.07 based on observations by Pegau and
Paulson [2001]. Values of Aw were obtained from passive
microwave satellite data and Fr from operational products of
the European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasts.
The cumulative solar heat directly input to the ocean from
1 January to 22 September in 2007 was compared to values
for the same time interval averaged over the years 1979–
2005 [Perovich et al., 2007].
[12] Figure 3 shows the percent anomaly for 2007 com-

pared to the 1979–2005 average. The ice mass balance
buoy drift track is plotted in black. The 2007 solar heat
input in the buoy drift area was 400–500% higher than
average. This anomaly can only result from changes in
incident solar irradiance or in the area fraction of open water
(Equation 1); changes in ice thickness or pond cover would
not affect this calculation. The incident solar irradiance
anomaly in June through August 2007 was only 6%,
indicating that the positive solar heat input anomaly was
due to the larger-than-average fraction of open ocean area in
this region (Aw). The 2007 ocean area fraction was 0.34 in
July and 0.51 in August 2007, compared to 1979–2005
mean July and August values of 0.19 and 0.26, respectively.
Thus the positive anomaly in solar heat input was due to an
almost doubling of the area fraction of open water in 2007
compared to the prior climatology.
[13] Calculations confirm that solar heating due to open

water was sufficient in magnitude and in timing to produce
the observed bottom melting (Figure 4). Indeed, the anom-
alously large areas of open water absorbed twice as much
heat as was needed for the observed bottom melting. Again,
it is important to note that this represents a lower bound on
the solar heat absorbed in the ocean as there was also a
contribution from sunlight transmitted through the ice. This
contribution will increase as the ice becomes thinner and
more ponded [Perovich et al., 2007]. There was ample

Figure 1. (top) The ice extent on 27 August 2007 courtesy
of the National Snow and Ice Data Center and Google maps.
The shades of blue show the percent area covered by ice
from 0% (dark) to 80–100% (light). The red dot is the
position of the Beaufort Sea buoy, and the yellow dot is the
position of the North Pole buoy. (bottom) Observations of
total surface and bottom melting in different years in the
Beaufort Sea and North Pole regions.
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